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PROCESS CASE STUDY
CITY OF OVIEDO HEALTHY BUILDING INITIATIVES

BACKGROUND
The City of Oviedo, with a population of 40,000 people, is located 
in central Florida. Its inventory of facilities includes a gymnasium, 
city hall, and community park buildings.

CONCERNS
The city had a problem with dirty, non-redundant HVAC systems 
contributing to poor indoor air quality (IAQ). When the single-
point-of-failure systems inevitably failed, the facilities would lose 
airflow, air conditioning, and have no air into critical spaces at city 
hall, among other areas. Instead of the traditional mode of ripping 
out and replacing old HVAC equipment, the city endeavored to 
improve its facilities’ HVAC equipment and indoor air quality 
through air handler restoration, environmental HVAC duct cleaning 
and targeted air purification. Together, these services encompass 
WTI | Pure Air’s* Healthy Buildings Program.

A service offering of Weatherproofing Technologies, Inc. Part of Tremco Construction Products Group 
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AIR CLEANING TECHNOLOGIES
After consulting with the WTI | Pure Air Control Services 
laboratory team on air cleaning product efficacy, the city elected 
to utilize two types of technology. The first type, Needlepoint 
Bipolar Ionization (NPBI), was installed in the air handler units. 
NPBI produces millions of positively and negatively charged 
oxygen ions that travel in the airstream. These free radicals 
interact with other molecules in the air to reduce particles, aid 
filtration and inactivate microbes, including viruses.

In addition, multi-stage HEPA air purifiers with built-in NPBI help 
keep the air clean at the room level. The City of Oviedo is making 
indoor air quality and safety a priority, which instills confidence 
in staff, visitors, and guests that the city is taking their well-being 
seriously while prudently managing the city’s budget.

Call For Nationwide Healthy Building Services
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Tremco Roofing and Building Maintenance, and WTI are part of Tremco Construction Products Group, offering a full range of sophisticated analytical, 
maintenance and information-based services with one simple goal – to maximize the life of your roof and protect the value of your building.

© 2022 Tremco CPG Inc. #7546

Find your nearest Tremco Roofing sales representative at tremcoroofing.com/find-a-rep
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*Pure Air Control Services completed this project before joining forces with Weatherproofing 
Technologies, Inc. (WTI) and becoming WTI / Pure Air Control Services.

HVAC RESTORATION
HVAC restoration minimizes the risks of building contaminants 
such as particles, microbes and fiberglass. 

Protecting the equipment with high performance coatings and 
retrofitting it with new fan wall technology is a sustainable 
solution for longer life.

NPBI

Needlepoint Bipolar Ionization Bar Installed in AHU

In-Room Air Purifiers Installed

AIR PURIFICATION
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Like most municipalities, the city’s inventory of aging air 
handlers included traditional single belt-driven motors and 
blower assemblies. When a belt wore out, blower shaft broke 
or some other of the myriad of issues occurred, the air handler 
would be out of service until was repaired. So, as part of 
the restoration, they elected to retrofit the air handlers with 
fan array technology, which is now commonly found in new 
AHUs. In doing so, the city gained the benefit of a new unit’s 
technology without paying the steep cost and disruption of 
total replacement. Fan arrays use multiple fans to control the 
airflow instead of one blower. Now, the city has the peace of 
mind that if a fan fails, there is the redundancy of the other 
fans to continue to provide airflow until the inoperable fan can 
be replaced. This retrofit option also includes a best-in-class 
five-year warranty.

OPTIMIZATION AND CONTROL
WTI | Pure Air’s mechanical engineering team performed 
post installation test and balance commissioning to verify 
operational efficiency. Fan array retrofits generally result in 
energy savings because the variable speed components allow 
customers to increase or decrease operational fan speed 
depending on the occupancy of the facility, weather, and 
other needs. For aging air handlers that could not vary speed, 
typically referred to as “constant volume”, this change can 
make a dramatic difference to operations.

HVAC AHU/COIL CLEANING
Not only did the city avoid capital expenditures for new air 
handling equipment, but it also avoided replacing HVAC coils. 
While the HVAC coils in some air handling units appeared 
visibly impacted by years of dirt and debris, with clogging 
making them the suspected source of multiple “hot”/“cold” 
complaints, WTI | Pure Air’s data and physical inspection 
showed that the coils could be deep cleaned to restore the 
system’s efficiency. WTI | Pure Air collected pre- and post-coil 
pressure data while executing its proprietary environmental 
coil cleaning process that uses a combination of high 
temperature, low pressure steam and carefully curated bio 
enzymes and probiotics. 

The results of the coil cleaning were a 38% average airflow 
improvement from removing coil blockage. By reducing 
airflow obstructions, the city’s coils now operate more 
efficiently.

The average improvement recorded through WTI | Pure 
Air coil cleanliness verification tests were:

SOLUTIONS
The city trusted WTI | Pure Air to recommend and provide 
optimal solutions based on the current state of the city’s 
facilities and infrastructure. They procured Healthy Building 
Program solutions for city hall, the Riverside Park Complex, 
and the gymnasium/aquatic center – each to address 
specific needs.

Overall, WTI | Pure Air Control Services provided the 
following IAQ services and products:

1. Environmental Duct Cleaning

2. HVAC Steam Cleaning: Six Units

3. HVAC Restoration: Six Units

• Sand Blasting to Remove Rust/Corrosion

• Anti-microbial and Corrosion Resistant Coatings

• Fiberglass-Free Zero Porosity Insulation

• Removal of Old Blowers and Motors

• New ECM Fan Array Retrofits

4. In-system and In-room Air Cleaning Technology

Each of these IAQ services and products works together to 
make a healthy indoor environment a sum of its parts.

The city funded the Healthy Buildings Program through the 
2020 CARES Act procured through the Florida Buy Contract, 
a Florida version of the national AEPA contract. As with 
projects using ESSER funding, the targeted scopes of work 
were developed with the goal of improving the indoor air 
quality for the city, its employees and residents.

FAN ARRAY RETROFIT
BEFORE

RESULTS
Based on the results of WTI | Pure Air’s initial facilities 
assessment, the city did not need to replace its air handlers, 
which were in disrepair, but structurally sound. Being in 
good shape despite the appearance of overall dilapidation 
made them excellent candidates for restoration. The key to 
restoring an air handler is to capture it at the right moment, 
before it reaches a state where it no longer makes financial or 
engineering sense to refurbish. With its proactive approach to 
facilities engineering, the City of Oviedo retrofitted a 12,800 
CFM (cubic feet per minute) air handler for less than 40% of 
the estimated cost of a new air handler.

Air Handler Restoration: $41,000

Estimated Air Handler Replacement: $105,000.

ECM (Electronically Commutated 
Motor) Fan Array Technology
At A Glance:

• Due to the small equipment room space, 
the blower cage was dismantled and 
removed prior to fan array installation

• The fan array technology was able to 
overcome many challenges including 
stringent energy efficiency requirements 
and a constrained unit footprint

• Demanding city hall and gymnasium 
requirements required reliable air handler 
operation at very high or very low  
occupancy demands
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